
COOL. QUICK.
COMBICLICK®.

TRUST BLUE

*See next page for promotion conditions.

Your workday has never been easier!

Use this system and you will 
accelerate your workday!



COMBICLICK® promotion
Get them today - while supplies last! 

Use this system and you will accelerate your workday!

COOL. QUICK. COMBICLICK®. – A system that gets it done!

Even the smallest changes in your daily routines will help you get jobs done faster and more
easily. The COMBICLICK® system is a great example:

 
COOL: No final touch-ups thanks to an innovative cooling effect 
that prevents damage from overheating.
QUICK: Fast results thanks to powerful abrasives 
and full-surface tool application.
COMBICLICK®: Shorter tool change times thanks to 
innovative one-click clamping system 
and broad range of products.

Find out how your day will breeze by – 
try it out for yourself!

Get the whole testimonial
here:

One of many satisfied users, 
Workshop Manager Jörg Hörter from Werhand in Neuwied, 
tells us how he managed to successfully reorganize his grinding jobs with COMBICLICK:

“Back then, we usually began machining with the grinding wheel. Next, we
removed the grinding wheel from the angle grinder and clamped on a flap
disc. Then we removed the flap disc and put on a Velcro backing pad. Next,
there’d be two passes with non-woven wheels of different grit size. Today,
we clamp the COMBICLICK® backing pad to the angle grinder, use the CO
ceramic oxide grain fibre disc in grit size 120, and then the non-woven disc –
without having to remove the COMBICLICK® backing pad. Done.

When someone asks me what COMBICLICK® tools can be used for, I always 
say “for anything”, because the system covers all work from coarse grinding to 
polishing. What with all of this and because the grinding discs really get the 
work done, we’re saving material, machining steps, and time. And the machining 
quality is excellent. Less really is more this time!”

https://pferd.com/INT-EN/CC-testimonial-werhand


PFERDVALUE:

Improve your grinding work with COMBICLICK®!

PFERDEFFICIENCY® recommends COMBICLICK® for long, fatigue-free and
resource-saving work in the shortest possible time. The patented quick- 
mounting system reduces disc changes and setup times.

PFERDERGONOMICS® recommends COMBICLICK® as an innovative
product solution to sustainably reduce vibration, noise and dust levels
produced by discs, and to improve working comfort.

Coarse grinding with maximum material removal or fine grinding to prepare
high-gloss polishing: get our limited COMBICLICK® promo sets at unbeatable
bargain prices and explore this versatile tool system for yourself!

The sets each contain a matched selection of the most common versions. 

All the benefits to you at a glance:
■Really easy and convenient to use.
■Extremely quick and easy tool changes to reduce process costs.
■Substantially lower thermal loads on tool and workpiece.
■Scratches from protruding clamping elements are a thing of the past,
abrasive medium is used really effectively.

Very good cooling of the disc and
workpiece.

Extremely fast and easy disc
changing reduces process costs.

With COMBICLICK®, scratches caused
by protruding clamping parts are 
prevented and very high utilization of 
the available abrasive is attained.

min. 3°
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See all the details about our innovative COMBICLICK® 
system and the whole range of COMBICLICK® tools here: 

■

■

■Fibre discs, non-woven and felt tools with patented cooling 
and quick-mounting system

Smooth handling from rough grinding to mirror polishing

Many applications for working on different materials

TRUST BLUE

COMBICLICK®
Innovative quick-change system for angle grinders

https://bit.ly/3tSwIsO
https://bit.ly/3tSwIsO
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COMBICLICK® promo set FINISHING

COMBICLICK® promo set GRINDING 
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The COMBICLICK® promo sets offer a matched selection of the most common versions
for coarse grinding work such as weld seam finishing on steel materials.

The sets contain eight COMBICLICK® fibre discs in four different versions along with a 
COMBICLICK® backing pad specially designed for the system.
Contents:
COMBICLICK® fibre discs: 
■2x 5” CO 60 (EDP 40707)
■2x 5” CO-COOL 80 (EDP 40736)
■2x 5” VICTOGRAIN 36 (EDP 40372)
■2x 5” VICTOGRAIN-COOL 36 (EDP 40381)
COMBICLICK® backing pad: 
■CC-GT 5” 5/8-11 (EDP 69472)

The COMBICLICK® promo sets offer a matched selection of the most common versions for
graduated fine grinding work on tough materials with poor thermal conduction such as 
stainless steel (INOX). 

The sets contain four COMBICLICK® fibre discs in two different versions, two different non-
woven discs, and a COMBICLICK® backing pad specially designed for the system.
Contents:
COMBICLICK® fibre discs: 
■2x 5” CO-COOL 120 (EDP 40731)
■2x 5” A-COOL 220 (EDP 40308)
COMBICLICK® non-woven discs:
■1x Soft 5” A 180 (EDP 48132)
■1x Unitized 5” SiC F W (EDP 48150)

COMBICLICK® backing pad: 
■CC-GT 5” 4/8-11 (EDP 69470)

Designation

Designation

CC-SET 5” 5/8-11 F

CC-SET 5” 5/8-11 G

PFERDVALUE:

PFERDVALUE:

$73.35

Promotional price
per set* plus tax

$73.35

Promotional price
per set* plus tax

*Offers valid while supplies last. Subject to errors and change without notice.


